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Abstract
The asteroid proper elements computed from an analytical secular perturbation theory are
thought to be of inferior accuracy with respect to the synthetic proper elements computed
by means of a purely numerical procedure. To verify this, we carried out two different tests:
one based on a plain comparison of the analytical and synthetic proper elements to check
whether they differ by more than the corresponding errors of synthetic elements, and the
other consisting in direct determination of instabilities of analytical elements themselves. In
both tests, we used much larger samples than in the previous attempts. The results clearly
confirm the superior quality of synthetic values. We also present a new synthetic method
to determine the locations of secular resonances, based on a polynomial fit of the values of
asteroid secular rates g, s, and subsequent computation of resonance frequencies on a grid in
the phase space of proper elements. Plots showing the contour lines corresponding to selected
small values of resonant divisors serve to visualize the resonance locations. We analyzed in
detail the accuracy of the fit and of the secular resonance locations, comparing them with the
previously available positions determined by means of the analytical theory; we found that
the two methods give qualitatively the same results, but that the results of the new synthetic
method appear to be more reliable. In view of the above results, we conclude that the regular
maintenance of the catalog of analytical proper elements can be discontinued in the future.
Keywords Asteroids · Dynamics · Proper elements · Secular resonances
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1 Introduction
Asteroid proper elements serve as parameters for classification of asteroids into families
and as a tool to study their long-term dynamics. Proper elements represent quasi-integrals
of the equations of motion of an N-body problem, which means they can be computed
only approximately. Alternatively, proper elements can be made the exact integrals, but of a
simplified dynamics. In practice, this also means that they are supposed to be nearly constant
in time, and it is their very deviation from the constancy that measures their stability and the
accuracy of the theory used to compute them.
The proper elements used for family classification are three: the proper semimajor axis
ap , the proper eccentricity ep , and the proper inclination Ip . (Instead of the latter, sin Ip is
often used for the purpose.) The remaining two, the proper longitude of perihelion p and
the proper longitude of node Ωp , are used in long-term dynamical studies, e.g., to assess
secular resonant dynamics (Milani and Knežević 1992). In the course of computation of
proper elements, the proper frequencies are derived too: the mean mean motion n̄, the rate of
precession of the proper longitude of perihelion g, and the rate of precession of the proper
longitude of node s; they can serve as parameters for family classification instead of proper
elements, as proposed by Carruba and Michtchenko (2007).
Theories used for the mass production of proper elements for asteroids in the main belt
are basically two: analytical (Milani and Knežević 1990) and synthetic (Knežević and Milani
2000). Both are based on averaging of equations of motion over the fast angles (mean longitudes) to compute the mean elements and over the slow angles (longitudes of perihelia and
nodes) to compute proper ones. The analytical theory makes use of the Lie series canonical
transformations and a literal expansion of the disturbing function, while the synthetic theory
consists of a set of purely numerical procedures. Both theories are described in more detail
in Sect. 2. They are complemented by theories specially adapted for the computation of
proper elements for specific groups of asteroids, e.g., for resonant (Morbidelli 1993; Milani
1993; Schubart 1991) or high-eccentricity/high-inclination (Lemaitre and Morbidelli 1994)
objects. An overview of the history of development of theories to compute proper elements
can be found in Knežević (2016) and the discussion of some recent improvements in Knežević
(2017).
Currently, the best available proper elements are those obtained by means of the synthetic
theory. The catalog with elements for more than 500,000 numbered, multiopposition and
Trojan asteroids and TNOs is available via the AstDyS service.1 The typical accuracy of
these proper elements is δap < 0.0003, δep < 0.001, δsinI < 0.001, which corresponds to
the relative velocity of ∼ 15 m/s, good enough for the family classification purposes.2
Let us emphasize that this paper is basically a programmatic one: Indeed, it is primarily
intended to fill in some lacunae in our knowledge, but also to take decision on the continuation
of maintenance of analytical proper element catalog. The paper is organized as follows.
Theories to compute asteroid proper elements are briefly described in Sect. 2; there we also
discuss in more detail the rationale for the analysis of errors of analytical proper elements, as
well as our dilemma whether to continue maintenance of the corresponding catalog or not. The
tests we performed earlier analyzing differences of analytical and synthetic proper elements
are revisited in Sect. 3.1, and direct determination of instabilities of analytically determined
time series of proper elements is described in Sect. 3.2. Next, in Sect. 4, we introduce a
1 http://hamilton.dm.unipi.it/astdys2.
2 The median standard deviations of synthetic proper elements amount, respectively, to ∼ 10−6 , ∼ 2 × 10−4 ,
∼ 10−4 .
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new synthetic method to compute the secular frequencies, and apply it to determine the
exact locations of secular resonances. Section 5 presents discussion of the results and our
conclusions.

2 Theories to compute asteroid proper elements
2.1 Analytical theory
The analytical theory of asteroid motion used to compute the proper elements and its successive upgrades and developments are described in full detail in a long series of papers
published between 1986 and 1999. The most important in this series are the three papers
(Milani and Knežević 1990, 1992, 1994) in which the machinery of the Lie series canonical
transform has been applied to perform averaging over the fast and slow angles, using the
literal expansion of the disturbing function up to the terms of degree four in eccentricity
and (sine of) inclination in the first order with respect to perturbing mass and of the second
degree in the second order. At the later stage, several terms of degree 6 giving rise to prominent secular resonances were added, as well as resonant warning flags and quality controls
to provide information on the reliability of proper elements and on the cases of degraded
stability. A couple of important preceding works provided basis for the theory presented
in the above-mentioned papers: one in which the Lie series canonical transformations were
introduced (Hori 1966) and the other in which they have been applied to the asteroid case
(Yuasa 1973).
Once cumbersome mathematical derivations involved with analytical theory are completed and coded, the computation of proper elements is very efficient. It is this theory which
in early 1990s rendered a major breakthrough in the asteroid families research possible; in
particular, by providing significantly more accurate proper elements and frequencies than
previously available, it enabled a more reliable family classification, the first determination
of the location of nonlinear secular resonances and estimation of their effects in the interaction with families, an improved understanding of the long-term dynamics of asteroids,
etc.
On the other hand, however, because of the use of a truncated disturbing function, the
proper elements computed by means of the analytical theory were of limited accuracy especially for asteroids of high orbital e, I . By comparing the stability of proper elements obtained
by means of different methods, Knežević et al. (1995) found that the analytical proper elements can be used up to about 16◦ or sin I ∼ 0.27, while above this value the semi-analytical
theory of Lemaitre and Morbidelli (1994) gives better results. In addition, Ferraz-Mello
(1994) revealed that the convergence domain of the Laplacian expansion of the disturbing
function extends up to the eccentricity of ∼ 0.25 in the region of the asteroid main belt. It
is for these reasons that the catalog of analytical proper elements available at AstDyS has
been limited to asteroids with e, sin I < 0.3 only. Although most of the known asteroids
have orbital eccentricities and inclinations in this range, still a significant fraction of the
population has by this limitation been excluded from the resulting catalog.
Another serious drawback of analytical proper elements is that their errors could be estimated only indirectly: by measuring the deviation of the time series of proper elements from
constancy. The best attempt at an analytical proper element accuracy estimate was made by
Milani and Knežević (1994), who propagated for 5 My orbits of 35 asteroids, namesakes of
the then-known asteroid families, together with the orbits of main perturbing planets, and
then sampled the output at regular time intervals and for every sampled epoch computed the
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corresponding proper elements. By dividing selected asteroids into four dynamically distinct
groups (15 stable, 8 affected by mean motion resonances, 7 by nonlinear secular resonances,
and 5 by the strongest linear secular resonance g−g6 ), they determined the standard deviations
of proper elements for each asteroid in the sample. Distinguishing among the groups and analyzing in detail all the problematic cases, they found the average standard deviations for these
35 selected cases to be σ a = 1.2 × 10−4 ; σ e = 1.5 × 10−3 ; σ sin I = 9.1 × 10−4 . Verifying also that software properly flagged divergent cases, they concluded that the analytical
proper elements are in general good enough for the purpose of asteroid family classification.
Let us say that this was a perfectly sound conclusion having in mind the number of asteroids
known at the time (∼ 13,000), thus their comparatively low density in the proper element
phase space.

2.2 Synthetic theory
Following the introduction of CCDs in asteroid observations, the number of newly numbered
asteroids started to grow at an unprecedented pace and soon it has become obvious that the
analytical proper elements may not be accurate enough for reliable family classification
with so much larger asteroid sample and with increasingly dense background. Therefore, a
new synthetic method to compute proper elements has been developed (Knežević and Milani
2000) and applied to the asteroids in the outer main belt. Later, it has been upgraded (Knežević
and Milani 2003) and subsequently applied to the inner main belt asteroids, too. Note that a
direct predecessor to this theory was the work by Milani (1993).
The synthetic theory consists of a set of purely numerical procedures to perform the same
averaging over the fast and slow angles as in the analytical theory. First, one carries out a
numerical integration of the orbits of selected asteroids over millions of years (from 2 My for
stable MBOs, to 100 My for TNOs), in the framework of a suitable dynamical model (Jupiter
to Neptune as perturbers for the outer asteroid belt, Venus to Neptune, for the inner belt;
barycentric correction to the initial conditions). In the course of integration, by using an online
digital filtering procedure (Carpino et al. 1987), the short periodic perturbations are removed
and analogs of the mean elements produced (in 2 My integrations the perturbations with
periods up to  300 y are filtered out). Next, the forced oscillations due to perturbing planets,
hence with known frequencies, are removed from the filtered time series of equinoctial
elements, and Fourier analysis of the resulting secular time series is applied to compute
proper elements: The proper frequencies g, s are obtained by a linear least squares fit of the
time series of proper longitudes of perihelia and nodes; finally, the Fourier components with
period 2π are extracted from the series of equinoctial elements expressed as functions of the
proper longitudes of perihelion and node: The amplitudes of these proper modes give the
proper elements.
The synthetic proper elements are very accurate for stable asteroid orbits. If an asteroid
is close to a secular resonance, the accuracy is deteriorated because the resonant oscillations
can have periods longer than the time span covered by the integration, and the averaging
fails. If the object is in the resonance, a different kind of elements must be used, which is
appropriate for the resonant dynamics (Morbidelli 1993; Milani et al. 2017).
The computation of proper elements by means of this theory is much more time-consuming
than with the analytical one, but can be done for asteroids of any eccentricity and inclination.
The synthetic theory provides results which were estimated to be typically by a factor of at
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least 3 more accurate than the corresponding analytical ones (Knežević and Milani 2000).3
This theory is nowadays a standard one, used almost exclusively to produce the best proper
elements for all asteroids. Hence, the synthetic proper elements will be used throughout this
paper as the benchmark ones.
A natural question arises here: If the synthetic proper elements are so much more accurate
than their analytical counterparts, is it at all useful to continue computing the analytical proper
elements and maintain the corresponding catalog? Until recently, the answer to this question
has been positive, for basically three reasons: (i) the output of analytical computation is rich
in information on the local dynamics and specific problems with each considered asteroid;
the synthetic procedure, via dedicated computation of Lyapunov characteristic exponents
(LCE) from the variational equations, can only distinguish between two basic states—either
stable or chaotic (corresponding to LCE, respectively, smaller or greater than, say, 50, that
is, to Lyapunov times longer or shorter than 20,000 y)—without indicating the dynamical
reason(s) for the instability, except close encounters with perturbing planets; (ii) up to now,
locations of nonlinear secular resonances could be directly determined only by using the
analytical frequencies, because these can be computed on a grid of values and plotted as
contour lines in a selected 2D projection; and (iii) even more importantly, the proper elements
for multiopposition asteroids were up to now available only in the analytical version.
As the latter reason has been made obsolete by a recently implemented routine which
includes the computation of synthetic proper elements for multiopposition asteroids, and
since in this very paper we are going to introduce a new synthetic method to determine
locations of secular resonances, the question of the usefulness of the catalog of analytical
proper elements has risen again. We decided to base our answer and final decision regarding
its maintenance on a dedicated, comprehensive analytical proper element accuracy analysis.

3 Assessment of the accuracy of analytical proper elements
There are two possible approaches to assess the accuracy of analytical proper elements. One
involves applying a simple comparison of analytical and synthetic proper elements to determine whether they differ by more than the corresponding errors of synthetic elements; this
approach has been recently used by Knežević (2017) to perform a preliminary analysis using
a sample of the first 10,000 numbered asteroids with proper elements of both kinds available. The other requires to estimate the instabilities of analytical proper elements themselves
by measuring their deviation from constancy; obviously, for this test to ensure meaningful
conclusions one should consider a much larger sample of objects than that used by Milani
and Knežević (1994). The latter approach is expected to provide a more reliable assessment,
but it is also much more demanding in terms of the computations to be performed to get the
estimates for a representative asteroid sample.

3.1 Differences of analytical and synthetic proper elements
Following the procedure employed by Knežević (2017) for the comparison of analytical and
synthetic proper elements, but using an order of magnitude larger, thus fairly representative,
sample consisting of the first 100,000 numbered asteroids with both kinds of proper elements
3 More than 80% of synthetic proper elements have standard deviations less than the average STDs of their

analytical counterparts found by Milani and Knežević (1994) as reported in Sect. 2.1.
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Fig. 1 Distribution of differences (in the sense analytical—synthetic) of the proper semimajor axes (top),
proper eccentricities (middle), and sine of proper inclination (bottom). The two vertical lines in each panel
represent the corresponding mean standard deviation of synthetic proper elements

available, we performed an analysis of the differences obtaining the results of which we shall
here present only the most important ones.
As already found in the preliminary analysis, for most asteroids the differences of proper
semimajor axes and eccentricities are within the uncertainty of synthetic elements (see Fig. 1),
while for the sine of proper inclination the fraction of asteroids outside the one-σ boundary
is larger; the distribution of differences in this latter case is noticeably shallower, but also the
mean standard deviation of synthetic proper sin Ip is really small, so that a combination of
these two features gives rise to high percentage of “outliers.”
In more quantitative terms, approximately 26.7% of the asteroids have absolute difference
of proper semimajor axes larger than the mean standard deviation of synthetic ap , 14.0% are
beyond 3σ̄ , and the corresponding RMS of the differences amounts to 1.1 × 10−3 au. For the
proper eccentricities, we get, respectively, 25.9%, 10.5% and 8.2 × 10−3 , and 49.1%, 20.8%,
and 2.1 × 10−3 for the sine of proper inclination. At the extreme sides of the distribution are
asteroids in strong mean motion resonances for which neither method can provide meaningful
results.
In general, the differences are not very big, in particular in comparison with the typical
ranges of asteroid families in terms of proper elements (several hundredths to a few tenths).
This supports claim of Milani and Knežević (1994) that analytical proper elements were
accurate enough to obtain a reliable asteroid family classification at the time when proper
element catalog contained about ten thousand objects. On the other hand, they are large
enough to indicate the overall lower accuracy of the analytical with respect to the synthetic
proper elements.
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Fig. 2 Same as Fig. 1, but for the rates of precession of perihelia (top), and of the nodes (bottom)

As for the precession rates of proper longitudes of perihelia, the differences of analytical
and synthetic values are typically much larger than the corresponding uncertainties of synthetic values, somewhat less for the rates of proper longitudes of node (Fig. 2). The analytical
values, in particular of the frequency g, are known to be very sensitive to small divisors, giving rise to unrealistic results in the vicinity of mean motion resonances. The superiority of
synthetic values of the precession rates in terms of accuracy is much more pronounced than
in the case of proper elements. The RMSs of the differences, analogous to those presented
above for the proper elements, do not have much meaning in this case, because of a number
of extremely large values affecting the statistics. Thus, here we provide the corresponding
medians. For the frequency g, the fraction of differences larger than the mean uncertainty of
synthetic values is as large as 67,7%, with 35.5% of differences beyond 3σ̄ , and the median
difference of 0.32 arcsec/y, while for the frequency s, these numbers are 49.0%, 25.7%, and
0.16 arcsec/y, respectively.
Results of another kind of assessment are shown in Fig. 3. As already mentioned above,
the analytical proper elements are computed from the truncated series expansion of the disturbing function, with terms of degree higher than 4 in eccentricity and sine of inclination
(with few exceptions) not taken into account. Hence, the accuracy of analytical proper elements deteriorates with increasing eccentricity and inclination, and this should result in a
statistically analogous increase in the differences of analytical proper elements with respect
to the reference synthetic elements. If indeed so, this would represent another indication
that synthetic elements are better than the analytical ones because they preserve the stability
regardless of e, sin I .
In the top panel, we show the average values of proper element differences as functions
of the average values of the elements themselves, both combined in the “square root of the
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Fig. 3 Differences of analytical and synthetic proper eccentricity and sine of inclination as a function of the
elements themselves. Values on both axes are combined in the “square root of the sum of squares” sense; data
are sorted by the value on the x-axis and divided in 20 bins with 5000 objects each. Mean values for each
bin (top), standard deviations for all asteroids in the bin (middle), standard deviations only for asteroids with
combined differences less than 0.02 (bottom)



sum of squares” sense: (dep )2 + [d(sin Ip )]2 vs. ep2 + sin2 Ip . The individual values are
computed by sorting the asteroids in terms of the argument, dividing the sample in 20 bins
of 5000 objects each, and computing the individual bin averages in both coordinates. The
other two panels give the corresponding standard deviations: The middle panel accounts for
all asteroids in the bin regardless of the size of the proper element difference; thus, the values
of standard deviations are quite high due to a comparatively small number of asteroids with
extreme proper element differences, and the bottom panel shows the more realistic standard
deviations computed for the subsamples with asteroids having combined differences of proper
elements larger than 0.02 (typically 3–4%) excluded.
In all three panels of Fig. 3, the expected trend of increase in the size and spread of
instabilities of analytical elements due to the growth of the size of neglected terms in the
expansion of the disturbing function is clearly visible. The slightly lower values of the last
bin do not affect the dominant observed trends and can be simply considered as statistical
fluctuations. As explained above, this means that the accuracy of analytical proper elements is
indeed deteriorating with respect to the synthetic ones with the increase in orbital eccentricity
and inclination, implying also their overall inferior accuracy with respect to the synthetic
ones.
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3.2 Instability of analytical proper elements
As already mentioned in Sect. 2.1, an attempt to determine the accuracy of analytical proper
elements has been made by Milani and Knežević (1994), who, however, were able to estimate
errors of proper elements for 35 asteroids only, selected in such a way to be representative
of the then-known families. Here, we would like to extend that analysis by looking at the old
data from another point of view, and also by applying the same method to assess the proper
element instability, but of a much larger sample of asteroids; in particular, we estimated the
instability of analytical proper elements for the members of two dynamically quite different
families: 490 Veritas (180 members) and 158 Koronis (122 members), thus enlarging the
sample of bodies also in this case by almost an order of magnitude.
We should emphasize here that integration time spans (5 My for the analytical theory,
and either 2 My for stable orbits or 10 My for unstable ones for the synthetic theory) and
dynamical models used to compute time series of proper elements and assess their instabilities
were for both kinds of proper elements akin to those used in the standard computation of
their corresponding catalogs entries (hence slightly different for the two methods), so that
these discrepancies in principle contribute somewhat to the differences of results, too.
Let us begin with the simplest case, that of comparison of old and new data for 35 family
namesakes, for which we have already had the RMS errors of their analytical (from Milani
and Knežević 1994) and synthetic proper elements (from the catalog available at the AstDyS
service). Thus, we could produce simple plots comparing for each asteroid the analytical
and synthetic RMS errors of proper semimajor axes (Fig. 4), and the analytical and synthetic
RMS values of proper eccentricities and inclinations combined in the “square root of the sum
of squares” sense (Fig. 5).
It is straightforward to conclude from these figures that the typical size and difference of
instabilities for two kinds of proper elements depend on the dynamical state of the asteroid,
and that in many cases they are quite large. It is also easily seen that errors of synthetic values
are typically smaller witnessing their better accuracy, but that in some rare cases, like for a
very-low-inclination asteroid (244) Sita, the analytical elements can be more stable than the
synthetic ones; this, however, never occurs for proper semimajor axes.

Fig. 4 RMS errors of analytical
(blue) and synthetic (red) proper
semimajor axes for 35 asteroid
family namesakes as a function
of their proper semimajor axis
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Fig. 5 RMS errors of analytical
(blue) and synthetic (red) proper
eccentricities and inclinations,
combined in a “square root of the
sum of squares” sense, for 35
asteroid family namesakes as a
function of their proper
semimajor axis

Fig. 6 Semilog plot of the ratios
of analytical and synthetic RMS
errors of proper semimajor axes
for a sample of 35 family
namesakes. The values indicate
large discrepancies due to a
remarkable stability of synthetic
values

In most cases, the differences of errors of proper semimajor axes are quite small (<
10−4 au); the extreme values of errors and of their differences are found for (490) Veritas
and (65) Cybele, both well-known chaotic asteroids affected by 5J , − 2S, − 2 A three-body
resonance and by 2 : 1 two-body mean motion resonance with Jupiter, respectively.
As for the proper eccentricities/inclinations, both their errors and differences of these
errors are small enough (< 2 × 10−3 ), but nevertheless significantly larger than for the
proper semimajor axes. The largest values were found for (8) Flora, (244) Sita, and (281)
Lucretia affected by the strong g − g6 secular resonance, as well as for (363) Padua affected
by a nonlinear secular resonance g − g6 + s − s6 .
How much more accurate are the elements of one kind, with respect to those of the other, is
best appreciated from Figs. 6 and 7, where ratios of the corresponding RMS errors are shown
for proper semimajor axes and for combined proper eccentricities/inclinations, respectively.
Regarding the semimajor axes, the ratios of analytical and synthetic RMS errors show
that in many cases, with (808) Merxia and (15) Eunomia representing extreme examples, the
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Fig. 7 Semilog plot of the ratios
of analytical and synthetic RMS
errors of proper
eccentricities/inclinations. For
most of the asteroids, ratios are
small indicating nearly
comparable errors

instabilities of analytical proper elements can be larger by as much as two to three orders
of magnitude, due actually to the extremely small deviations from constancy, on the order
of 10−8 au, of the synthetic proper semimajor axes. Mean ratio is found to be 238.7, and
the median ratio, which in such a situation is more meaningful, is 15.2; as already reported
above, there are no asteroids with better analytical values (that is, with ratio < 1).
Quite different results are, however, obtained for the eccentricity/inclination combination,
for which the extreme ratio of analytical and synthetic instabilities is found for asteroid (24)
Themis, well known to be close to the strong 2 : 1 mean motion resonance with Jupiter.
For most asteroids, the errors are actually comparable and less than an order of magnitude
larger errors of analytical elements which indicate that also synthetic proper elements are
somewhat less stable than in the case of semimajor axes. The mean ratio is found to be
9.4 and the median 2.5, which appears to slightly disagree with the claim by Knežević and
Milani (2000) on synthetic proper elements being by a factor of at least 3 more accurate than
the corresponding analytical ones. On the other hand, synthetic proper elements are in most
cases found to be significantly more stable, and this we need to confirm on a larger sample
of asteroids.
For this purpose, we have considered two dynamically very different families: 490 Veritas and 158 Koronis. The Veritas family has a complex dynamical structure because being
crossed by the strongest three-body mean motion resonance 5J , − 2S, − 2 A (Nesvorný and
Morbidelli 1998) and by somewhat weaker 3J , 3S, − 2 A one (Knežević et al. 2002). These
resonances give rise to chaos (see Fig. 2 in Tsiganis et al. (2007)), so that the resonant family members diffuse along the resonance; others, located outside the resonant separatrices,
exhibit, on the contrary, a remarkable stability. Both kinds of behavior have actually been used
to determine the family age (Nesvorný et al. 2003; Novaković et al. 2010; Carruba et al. 2017).
Since we are primarily interested here in estimating the accuracy of computation of proper
elements, the complex structure of the family is considered simply as a dynamically diversified environment, representing a challenge for the accurate computation of proper elements.
The Koronis family is an opposite example of a uniform, low-eccentricity, low-inclination
dynamical environment, characterized by a stable asteroid motion and good quality proper
elements of both kinds.
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Fig. 8 RMS errors of proper
semimajor axes in the Veritas
family region. To better
appreciate different dynamical
structures, the analytical values
only are shown in this plot

We have included in our test 180 Veritas family members distributed all around the family
in such a way that each dynamical structure is well sampled, and 120 Koronis family members
from the stable inner part of the family around the Karin cluster (Nesvorny et al. 2002). The
dynamical model and integration time span of 10 My to assess the stability of proper elements
were in this case the same for both theories.
The RMS errors of analytical proper semimajor axes shown in Fig. 8, as a function of the
proper semimajor axis itself, reflect the complex dynamical structure of the Veritas family:
the large instabilities in the resonant regions, increasing deviation from constancy passing
from weaker to stronger of the two above-mentioned three-body resonances, an outstanding
stability in the low ap part.
The values of errors in the stable region are on the order of 1 − 4 × 10−4 au, while in the
chaotic zone they can be as large as 1.5×10−3 au, with the values of the proper semimajor axes
in the chaotic zones concentrated toward the center of libration, a well-known consequence of
the failure of averaging involved with the proper semimajor axis computation for the objects
librating in the mean motion resonances.
The differences of errors of analytical and synthetic proper eccentricities and inclinations
of Veritas family members, combined in the “square root of the sum of squares” sense,
are comparatively small for stable orbits (< 5 × 10−4 ), and the errors of analytical values
are always larger than their synthetic counterparts. For the chaotic orbits, they are much
larger reaching 0.007 au (asteroid (22200) 4573P-L) and spread along the resonance; for
five asteroids, the analytical errors were even found to be smaller than the synthetic ones.
Obviously, this latter outcome has not much meaning, because the deviations from constancy
for resonant objects are subject to random chaotic fluctuations.
In Fig. 9, we show ratios of RMS errors of analytical and synthetic proper elements,
again combined for eccentricities and inclinations. What in terms of the differences looked
like very close values for stable orbits exhibit in terms of ratios a clear superiority of the
synthetic values, with almost all the ratios being larger than 15 and the extrema above 40 for
asteroids (72750) 2001FH127 and (64731) 2001XC118 . On the other hand, what looked like
large discrepancies for resonant asteroids now show more moderate ratios, essentially always
below 10. In conclusion, when the orbit is stable, the errors of synthetic proper elements are
so small that these elements are by a factor more than 15 more accurate that the analytical
ones; when it is chaotic, both kinds of elements are rather inaccurate, with moderately better
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Fig. 9 Veritas family region:
ratios of the combined analytical
proper eccentricities and
inclinations and of their synthetic
counterparts. To better appreciate
the cases for which analytical
values are smaller than the
synthetic ones, for them we show
the inverse ratio with negative
sign

Fig. 10 RMS errors of analytical
proper semimajor axis in a part of
Koronis family region

synthetic values for all resonant asteroids (with five exceptions). The mean ratio of RMS
errors of analytical and synthetic proper elements in the case of Veritas family is 16.5 and
the median ratio 19.2.
In Fig. 10, the RMS errors of analytical proper semimajor axes of Koronis family members are shown as function of the proper a itself. For most of the bodies, results indicate a
remarkable stability of analytical proper values, except in the interval 2.870 < ap < 2.875,
where an unknown resonance (a 3-body one?) gives rise to instabilities on the order of few
parts in 10−5 , by far smaller than required for asteroid family classification purposes.
The differences of errors of analytical and synthetic proper eccentricities and inclinations
of Koronis family members, combined in the “square root of the sum of squares” sense, are
generally small, the largest one being found for asteroid (94055) 2000YP11 , resembling in
this respect these computed for the stable members of Veritas family. None of the differences
is negative, thus confirming a systematically better accuracy of synthetic values.
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Fig. 11 Ratios of combined
analytical proper eccentricities
and inclinations and of their
synthetic counterparts for
Koronis family members

Finally, in Fig. 11 we show ratios of RMS errors of analytical and synthetic proper elements
for Koronis family members, again combined as before for eccentricities and inclinations.
The ratios again indicate more accurate synthetic proper values for all the included asteroids,
corroborating the previously mentioned conclusion on “by a factor more than 3” better
stability of synthetic proper elements. It is also worth noting that almost all the ratios are
“grouped” between rather moderate values of 4 and 8 with no extremely large deviations;
the largest ratio indicates an order of magnitude better accuracy of synthetic value and
corresponds to asteroid (50594) 2000 EV46 .

4 Locations of secular resonances
The problem of the precise determination of locations of secular resonances in the phase space
of proper elements is important because only knowing the exact positions of resonances one
can address the questions of their interaction with asteroids either inside or near the resonant
strips, of their reshaping of asteroid families, and of the transport of objects inside or from
within the asteroid belt.
Previously, an efficient way to deal with this problem was to compute, using the analytical
theory, the values of secular frequencies g, s on a rectangular grid in the plane of two proper
elements (for example, in the (ap , Ip ) plane), keeping the third proper element (ep in this case)
fixed, and than plotting the contour lines corresponding to resonant combination of secular
frequencies of the asteroid and of the perturbing planets, by interpolating between the nodes
of the grid (see, e.g., Figs. 4–10 in Milani and Knežević 1990; also Milani and Knežević
1992, 1994). The contour lines were chosen to correspond to some reasonable values of
the critical argument, representative of (but not representing) the width and the center of
the resonance, like [− 1, 0, + 1] arcsec/y in the case of strong linear secular resonances, or
[− 0.5, 0, + 0.5] arcsec/y for the nonlinear ones. This approach was used by Knežević et al.
(1991) to map the locations of all linear secular resonances with outer planets throughout the
solar system, from 2 to 50 au.
Having, however, in mind that the accuracy of analytical computation of secular frequencies quickly deteriorates for high eccentricities and/or inclinations, and that, in addition, they
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suffer from large errors just in the vicinity of the mean motion and secular resonant surfaces
(see Sect. 3.1), it is clear that these two drawbacks set a practical limit to the applicability of
the analytical computation and to the reliability of the resonant locations found in this way.
For the sake of historical record, let us mention here a previous attempt by Yoshikawa
(1987) of the determination of position of the g−g5 and g−g6 resonances, and of the analysis
of the dynamics in these resonances. The analytical approach employed in that paper is in
several respects similar to the one applied by Milani and Knežević (1990), but makes use of a
simple theory with only a few secular terms up to degree 3 in eccentricity/inclination in the first
order with respect to perturbing mass. In the dynamical model, it neglects inclinations of the
planetary orbital planes and makes use of osculating instead of proper elements to represent
the resonant locations, etc. Hence, this attempt was only partly successful in pinpointing the
location of only the g − g6 resonance and only in the inner asteroid belt (a < 2.5 au). On
the other hand, it provided some useful qualitative insights into the properties of dynamics
inside these resonances.
Another, more successful, attempt at the direct determination of the locations of secular
resonances is due to Morbidelli and Henrard (1991a, b). Following Williams (1969), they
developed a general theory which made no use of expansion in asteroid eccentricity and
inclination, thus maintaining the accuracy over the entire range of their values. By using this
theory, they described the method to determine the positions of all the secular resonances and
studied in full detail resonant dynamics in the three strongest, linear secular resonances. The
same approach was later used by Michel and Froeschlé (1997) to map locations of secular
resonances with major planets, including the terrestrial ones, in the inner solar system from
0.5 to 2 au.
Various indirect, empirical methods were also used in the past to circumvent the problem
of (not) knowing the exact positions of secular resonances in the studies in which it was,
for example, necessary to identify the secular resonant asteroids. Let us mention the method
employed by Tsirvoulis and Novaković (2016), who marked as resonant all the asteroids
with frequencies in a small range around the reference frequency (in their case the perihelion
and nodal frequencies of (1) Ceres and (4) Vesta); similar selection of resonant objects was
previously applied in Carruba (2009) (see Fig. 9D). Here also belongs the method used by
Milani et al. (2017) in which resonant asteroids were identified by checking that a linear fit to
the critical argument indicates a drift by less than a half revolution over the time span covered
by numerical integration of asteroid orbits (10 My in that case), thus a drift equivalent to
the absolute value of the divisor (frequency) in question less than 0.065 arcsec/y. The same
kind of method is also the one employed in this paper (see below) of using the large errors
of proper elements as indicator of their resonant state.
Another indirect method to be mentioned, which can point out the locations of secular resonances, makes use of the so-called averaged dynamical maps (Michtchenko et al.
2010; Carruba 2010), based on the computation of long-term averages of the time series of
osculating elements to map the regular grid of osculating initial conditions into an irregular distribution of the resulting “proper” averages. For the strong linear secular resonances,
in a plane of two elements with the third one limited to the narrow interval of values, this
method produces either empty strips with bodies removed over the integration time span, or
a “sea” of heavily scattered points where the removal time was longer than the integration
time span. For the nonlinear resonances, the method exploits the excitation of the long-term
averages of osculating elements in the presence of these weaker secular resonances to reveal
their locations. Apart from the use of averages computed over a limited time span, which are
not constants of motion over many millions of years, the practical drawback of the method
appears to be the way of constructing the initial conditions for the integrations: All the parti-
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cles used in the simulations have angular orbital elements fixed to the corresponding values
of a given representative asteroid, thus providing resonance locations accurate only for that
particular object.
It appears, therefore, highly desirable to improve and make it as accurate as possible a
simple, direct, “interpolation on the grid,” method by using the best available method to
compute secular frequencies, the synthetic one, but finding the way to assign to each node of
the grid the corresponding values of the two frequencies. In the analytical theory, namely, the
secular frequencies are given as explicit functions of proper elements; thus, each set of the
latter maps directly to uniquely defined specific values of frequencies (Knežević et al. 1991);
in the synthetic theory, they are obtained from the output of numerical integration carried out
in terms of the osculating elements (Knežević and Milani 2000); thus, they do not directly
map to the nodes on the grid defined in terms of proper elements.

4.1 The polynomial fit
The method to compute numerically secular frequencies on a grid of proper elements is
described in Milani (1994). It consists in fitting a model in which frequencies are polynomial
expressions in terms of the suitable Cartesian analogs of proper variables, with coefficients
determined by the least squares from the catalog of proper elements and frequencies. Once
such polynomials are derived, it is straightforward to compute frequencies on the grid, and
plot the resonant contours.
Although the above algorithm appears rather simple, it nevertheless requires several
preparatory steps to be completed before proceeding with the fits. We thus start with specifying the catalogs used in the present work, that of proper elements and frequencies as
of January 2018, with 535,396 numbered and multiopposition asteroids, accompanied with
the catalog of corresponding standard deviations, and with the catalog defining the family
status of each body. The secular frequencies of the perturbing planets are taken from the
LONGSTOP1B integration (Nobili et al. 1989).
The main asteroid belt is dynamically quite complex, consisting of several distinct zones
with local circumstances varying from one zone to the other. It is therefore necessary to divide
the entire region in such a way that within a considered zone the dynamics is uniform enough
to justify making use of a uniquely defined fitting procedure and parameters. In Table 1,
we present our choice of zones, delimited by the most important mean motion resonances
(MMRs), giving for each of them basic information on their boundaries, selection and fit
parameters. For simplicity, we omit in the following the subscript “p” to denote proper
elements.
Note that the upper bounds in terms of proper eccentricity and inclination are set in such
a way that all the secular resonances of interest are included in the zone, and that the extreme
values leading, e.g., to possible close encounters with perturbing planets are not taken into
account. As for the lower bounds, they are always set to zero, except in Zones 3 and 4, where
this boundary in terms of proper sin I has been set to 0.01 to exclude a few asteroids with
extremely low inclinations.
After selecting the zones and in order to get appropriate fits, the next thing to do is to
remove from the catalog all the chaotic asteroids and those seriously affected by the mean
motion resonances, for which secular frequencies are poorly determined. To do so, we applied
a couple of simple criteria; that is, we removed all the asteroids having Lyapunov characteristic
exponent LC E > LC E cr or standard deviation σ a > 0.0003 au. In addition, having in mind
how strongly Zone 4 is affected by nonlinear secular resonances, and in particular by the
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Table 1 Selection of dynamical zones
Zone

am

aM

eM

sin I M

LC E cr

d

d(a)

MMR

1

1.800

2.000

0.17

0.25

10

6

3

a<4:1

2

2.100

2.253

0.20

0.19

20

4

3

4:1<a<7:2

3

2.257

2.465

0.30

0.45

20

6

3

7:2<a<3:1

4

2.520

2.701

0.30

0.55

20

6

5

3:1<a<8:3

5

2.708

2.818

0.30

0.55

20

6

3

8:3<a<5:2

6

2.832

2.952

0.30

0.35

20

6

3

5:2<a<7:3

7

2.956

3.070

0.30

0.35

20

4

3

7 : 3 < a < 11 : 5

8

3.080

3.172

0.30

0.46

20

6

3

11 : 5 < a < 5J − 2S − 2 A

9

3.176

3.240

0.27

0.46

20

6

5

5J − 2S − 2 A < a < 2 : 1

Columns give zone number, minimum and maximum proper semimajor axis in au, maximum eccentricity
and sine of inclination, the threshold Lyapunov characteristic exponent, LC E cr × 106 , degree of the fitting
polynomial d, highest degree of monomials in terms of the proper semimajor axis d(a), and bounding MMRs.
All the two-body MMRs are with Jupiter, and the three-body one involves Jupiter (J) and Saturn (S)
Table 2 Number of asteroids

Zone

Ntot

Nrdc

1

10,393

6485

2

29,437

16,400

3

137,331

91,772

4

112,996

105,893

5

60,296

56,869
20,094

6

21,879

7

44,630

36,619

8

54,317

38,520

9

18,331

13,959

N4

87,606

Columns give zone number, number of bodies in the box, Ntot , reduced
number of asteroids after removal of chaotic and resonant ones, Nrdc ,
and the number of bodies after removal of also the secular resonant ones
(Zone 4 only), N4

g − 2g6 + g5 one (Milani et al. 2017), we applied in this zone additional selection criterion,
removing also the asteroids with σ e or σ sin I greater than 0.003. In Table 2, we report
for each zone the corresponding number of asteroids contained in the box defined by the
boundaries given in Table 1.
To perform the fit, we need to introduce some suitable normalized variables in such a way
that, independently of the zone, one gets variables with absolute values in the (0, 1) range.
In the case of semimajor axis, we make use of a zero-mean variable:
xi = 2

a − x0
;
a M − am

x0 =

a M + am
;
2

i = 1, . . . , Nrdc ,

(1)

and for the eccentricity and sine of inclination, we have:
yi =

ei
;
eM

zi =

sin Ii
;
sin I M

i = 1, . . . , Nrdc .

(2)

Note that Nrdc is as given in Table 2, except for Zone 4, where we used N4 asteroids.
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Table 3 Monomials of the polynomial fit
Deg in y, z

Monomials

0

1, x, x 2 , x 3 , (x 4 , x 5 )

2

y2 , x y2 , x 2 y2 , x 3 y2 , z2 , x z2 , x 2 z2 , x 3 z2

4

y4 , x y4 , x 2 y4 , x 3 y4 , y2 z2 , x y2 z2 , x 2 y2 z2 , x 3 y2 z2 , z4 , x z4 , x 2 z4 , x 3 z4

6

y6 , x y6 , x 2 y6, x 3 y6, y2 z4 , x y2 z4 , x 2 y2 z4 , x 3 y2 z4 ,

6

y4 z2 , x y4 z2 , x 2 y4 z2 , x 3 y4 z2 , z6, x z6 , x 2 z6, x 3 z6

There are Nmon = 4(6) monomials of degree 0 in variables (y, z), Nmon = 12 up to degree 2, Nmon = 24 up
to degree 4, and Nmon = 40 up to degree 6. Two additional degree 0 monomials, x 4 and x 5 , are applied to
Zones 4 and 9 only

Next we compute the monomials in variables (xi , yi , z i ) for all asteroids in the box of
a given zone, as shown in Table 3. Only even degrees in y, z have been used as these are
related to the action variables (see Eqs. (1)–(6) in Knežević et al. 1991). Omitting here index
i implies generic variables valid for each asteroid in turn.4
The design matrix f thus has up to Nmon = 40(42) columns and Nrdc rows. Applying
the standard least squares procedure (see, e.g., Milani and Gronchi 2010), one computes the
coefficients of monomials (fit parameters) as:
mg = G · ( f  · g); ms = G · ( f  · s),

(3)

where mg , ms are vectors of soluctions, G is the covairance matrix, f  is a transpose of the
design matrix (without minus sign), and g, s are vectors of asteroid secular frequencies as
computed from the synthetic theory.
To determine frequencies corresponding to the nodes on the grid, we proceed as follows.
First we select a number of equidistant points in both axes and compute the corresponding
coordinates of nodes in terms of proper orbital elements (say, proper semimajor axis, a, and
sine of proper inclination sin I ):
a M − am
; i = 1, Na
Na − 1
sin I M − sin Im
sin Ig ( j) = sin Im + ( j − 1) · sin Istep ; sin Istep =
;
NI − 1
ag (i) = am + (i − 1) · astep ; astep =

j = 1, N I , (4)

where Na and N I define resolution of the grid.
Then, for each value of ag (i), we form a matrix p, analogous to the design matrix f ,
just with Nmon columns and N I rows; in this case, however, the monomials in Table 3 are
precomputed using the coordinates of the nodes obtained from Eq. (4). Employing also the
coefficients obtained by the least squares fit from Eq. (3), the frequencies along the ith column
of the grid are determined from:
gi ( j) =

N
mon


p( j, l) · m g (l) ; si ( j) =

l=1

N
mon


p( j, l) · m s (l) ; i = 1, Na ; j = 1, N I . (5)

l=1

4 An obvious advantage of the polynomial fit method is the possibility to easily add higher-degree monomials,

without making the method much more complex.
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4.2 The accuracy of the fit
In order to assess the accuracy of the individual coefficients of monomials, we proceed with
normalization by column of the design matrix:

bnr m ( j) = f  (i, j) · f (i, j)
f (i, j)
(6)
j = 1, Nmon ; i = 1, Nrdc .
f nr m (i, j) =
bnr m ( j)

We thus obtain the normalized normal matrix, Cnr m = f nr
m · f nr m , with smaller condition
number, that is, with an improved numerical stability with respect to matrix inversion by
−1 . The required original covariance matrix
which we get the covariance matrix G nr m = Cnr
m
is then recovered from:

G(l, k) =

G nr m (l, k)
; l, k = 1, Nmon .
bnr m (l) · bnr m (k)

Standard deviations of the coefficients are now simply obtained as:

σ (m g (l)) = σ (m s (l)) = G(l, l) ; l = 1, Nmon

(7)

(8)

and signal-to-noise ratios of the values of the coefficients and of their standard deviations as:
Sg (l) =

m g (l)
m s (l)
; Ss (l) =
; l = 1, Nmon .
σ (m g (l))
σ (m s (l))

(9)

The postfit residuals for each asteroid are derived from:
R(g)i = gi −

N
mon


f (i, j) · m g ( j) ,

j=1

R(s)i = si −

N
mon


f (i, j) · m s ( j) ;

i = 1, Nrdc ,

(10)

j=1

and from these, the corresponding standard deviations σ (g), σ (s) are obtained, which measure overall goodness of fit. They are accompanied with the supplementary information on
the number of very large (|R| > 3σ arcsec/y) and of extremely large (|R| > 10σ arcsec/y)
residuals, as well as with the standard deviations obtained after removal of either all the outliers having large residuals σ (g)3 , or only those having the extremely large residuals σ (g)10 .
All these different measures give us a clear idea of the accuracy of the fit, hence the precision
with which one can determine the locations of the secular resonances.

4.3 The results
For the sake of illustration of the outcome of the above-described procedure, we shall in this
paper show the results for a couple of zones only, leaving the detailed analysis of all the zones
to a forthcoming paper. For this purpose, we have selected Zones 4 and 7 (Table 1), because
they are representative of two very different dynamical environments; in this way, we would
like to demonstrate the versatility of the method which can easily be adapted to specific
circumstances, but also to point out the problems encountered in practical applications.
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Fig. 12 Semilog plot showing
size and significance of the
best-fit parameters, global and for
the frequency g: half logarithm of
the eigenvalues of the normalized
covariance matrix G nr m (blue
line); logarithm of the absolute
values of the coefficients of
monomials m g (red line);
logarithm of the standard
deviations of the coefficients
σ (m g ) (green line); logarithm of
the signal-to-noise ratio
m g /σ (m g ) (black line). All the
values are given for each of the
monomials taken into account in
the zone, represented on abscissa

4.3.1 Zone 4
We first show plots of the fit coefficients, 42 in this case, their errors and signal-to-noise
ratios, for both frequencies in Zone 4 (Figs. 12, 13). As one can easily see from these plots,
for frequency g values of the coefficients are, with very few exceptions, reliably determined,
in the sense that the values of the coefficients are much bigger than their respective standard deviations. (Hence, signal-to-noise ratio is large in these cases.) Also, the values of
coefficients with the higher-degree monomials are about the same as these of the leading
ones, justifying the need for a comparatively large number of terms used in the fit. For the
frequency s, the goodness of fit deteriorates quite quickly: already for coefficients beyond the
leading 10 the values and their errors are comparable. However, they simultaneously become
small, actually much smaller than the coefficients of the low-degree monomials, thus not
affecting the overall accuracy of the fit; in this case, the fit with lower-degree polynomial
would probably suffice. For both frequencies, the values of the coefficients also change quite
significantly from one monomial to the other, which indicates the perturbing terms that are
important in local dynamics. The eigenvalues of the normalized covariance matrix increase
smoothly and not too fast, as expected.
The condition number of the covariance matrix G was 9.2 × 106 , while that of the normalized one, G nr m , was significantly smaller, 1.1 × 105 . In this zone, we tried to include
additional monomials in terms of the semimajor axis to deal with objects in the vicinity of the
3 : 1 strong mean motion resonance, where the determination of frequencies is deteriorated
in a wider semimajor axis strip (up to about 2.535 au) around the resonance than we excluded
by applying the simple rejection criteria based on the values of LCE and standard deviation
of proper semimajor axis. This holds, to a lesser extent, in the vicinity of the 8 : 3 mean
motion resonance too.
In Table 4, we list all the values relevant for the estimate of the goodness of fit for both
frequencies. One can readily appreciate from these numbers that overall accuracy of the fit
is much better for the frequency s than for g, due to the strong interaction with the nonlinear
secular resonance g − 2g6 + g5 crossing the zone at low inclination (see Fig. 15). The
corresponding perturbing term in the analytical theory, because of the D’Alembert’s rule,
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Fig. 13 Same as Fig. 12, but for
the frequency s, and without the
line for the eigenvalues of the
normalized covariance matrix,
which is the same for both
frequencies

Table 4 Zone 4: frequency, postfit standard deviations for all Nrdc asteroids, number of asteroids with extreme
residuals R > 10σ , N 10, the standard deviation after removal of N 10 outliers, number of asteroids with large
residuals R > 3σ , N 3, the standard deviation after removal of N 3 outliers, standard deviation of the fit without
x 4 and x 5 terms, that is with 40 monomials used in the fit. Standard deviations are in arcsec/y
Frequency

σall

N 10

σ10

N3

σ3

σ40

g

1.1376

85

0.6795

542

0.5276

1.3152

s

0.1500

85

0.1049

882

0.0724

0.1552

contains only eccentricities in the amplitude. Thus, it appears in the derivative over e in the
computations of frequency g and disappears from the derivative over sin I in the computation
of frequency s (Knežević et al. 1991).
The inclusion of the additional monomials in the fit indeed produces somewhat better
results, but the really significant improvement is obtained by the removal of the outliers
from the fit. By leaving out even a minute fraction of asteroids with pathological values of
residuals, one gets much better accuracy of the fit for both frequencies. Still, the results for
frequency g in this zone are among the worst we have got in the entire belt.
The question arises here of whether we can explain these pathological cases. The answer is
given in Fig. 14, in which all the asteroids in Zone 4 are plotted in the proper semimajor axis
versus sine of proper inclination plane. Red asterisks, denoting asteroids with large residuals,
cluster at high inclinations, in the region packed with secular resonances (Fig. 15) of which
the most important is the linear g − g5 resonance; the green asterisks, denoting extremely
large residuals, are located at even higher inclinations.
The very high orbital inclinations are, due to conservation of the angular momentum, often
associated with very low eccentricities, and a cycle slip (jump backwards by 2π, indicating
that projection of the orbit on the plane of equinoctial orbital elements (k = e cos  ; h =
e sin  ) passes too close to the origin, preventing a correct computation of the number of
revolutions of the proper argument  ) can occur. Indeed, several tens of objects in Zone 4
have such orbits.
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Fig. 14 Zone 4 in the proper
a, sinI plane. Black dots: all the
asteroids in the zone used in the
fit; red asterisks: asteroids with
absolute values of residuals larger
than 3σ ; green asterisks: asteroids
with absolute values of residuals
larger than 10σ . The gap in the
low-inclination region and the
vertical empty stripes are due to
prefit removal of asteroids with
large errors of proper elements

Another red cloud shows up along the border of the powerful 3 : 1 mean motion resonance,
and the third one appears as an elongated feature at 2.68 < a < 2.70 and sin I ∼ 0.1; the
latter group makes part of the family of (10955) Harig, whose members also have very low
proper eccentricity (Milani et al. 2014); thus, a special provision for the computation of
proper elements and frequencies for this family is needed (as for the family of (480) Hansa,
see Carruba 2010; Milani et al. 2019).
Very similar figure can be shown for the frequency s, as well.
At this point, we are ready to present the final result, that is, the plot of the secular
resonances themselves. In Fig. 15, we thus superimpose selected secular resonances against
the background of family (red) and nonfamily (black) asteroids, in the proper (a, sin I ) plane.
Only the asteroids for which 0.105 < e < 0.155 are shown in this plot, as these are in the
vicinity of the fixed value of the third coordinate, e = 0.13, used in computations on the
grid defined in other two coordinates; the fixed value was chosen to be close to the median
eccentricity for the entire zone. The contour lines correspond to three representative values of
the resonant divisor: [− 2 0+ 2] arcsec/y for the linear g − g5 and g − g6 resonances, [− 1 0+
1] arcsec/y for the high-inclination 2g−2s resonance, [− 0.5 0+ 0.5] for nonlinear resonances
corresponding to terms in the perturbing function of degree 4 in eccentricity/inclination, and
[−0.3 0 + 0.3] arcsec/y for the nonlinear resonances corresponding to terms of degree 6. For
simplicity, we plot only 8 resonances: g − g5 , g − g6 , 2g − 2s, g − 2g6 + g5 , g − g6 + s − s6 ,
g − g6 −s +s6 , s −s6 − g6 + g5 , and 2g −2g6 +s −s6 , but there are many more higher-degree
nonlinear resonances that cross the region, in particular in the high-inclination region above
the major g − g6 linear one.
The contour lines are drawn using a grid of 501 × 401 nodes spanning the whole range
between the boundaries of the zone (Table 1). The values of frequencies are computed by
means of Eq. (5), using the corresponding coordinates (proper a, sin I ) of each node.
The contour lines of g−g6 almost perfectly match the region without asteroids (witnessing
also that the choice of values for the two lateral contour lines is very nearly representative
of the resonance width), while these of g − 2g6 + g5 also very closely match the region
where we removed asteroids with large errors of proper eccentricity/inclination. The g − g5
resonance, on the contrary, appears to overlap a cluster of asteroids instead of a neighboring
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Fig. 15 Zone 4 secular
resonances in the proper a, sinI
plane. Each resonance is
represented with three contour
lines computed by keeping the
eccentricity fixed at 0.13. Black
dots: the background asteroids
with 0.105 < e < 0.155 in the
zone used in the fit. Red dots:
asteroids in the same range of
eccentricities belonging to
families (the big red island is
family of (15) Eunomia)

gap. On the first sight, this may seem to be due to the selection of the fixed value 0.13 for
eccentricity, used in computation of the resonance location, which is too low for the highinclination region—the mean eccentricity of asteroids in that region is actually ∼ 0.19. As
a consequence, in the plot we are showing the “overlapping” asteroids with eccentricities
0.105 < e < 0.155, while in this region we should have plotted asteroids with eccentricities
0.165 < e < 0.215. If, however, the parameters are adjusted to the values appropriate for
the high-inclination region, the overlap is still there, just with different asteroids.
On the one hand, this could mean that the overlapping objects are indeed either nearly
resonant or resonant in g − g5 , but the errors of proper elements do not become excessively
large because of that: Such interpretation would be consistent with conclusion of Morbidelli
and Henrard (1991b) that the g − g5 resonant region must be narrow. Alternatively, the
observed overlap can also mean that the computed location of this resonance is shifted
with respect to the true one due to the deteriorated accuracy of the fit at such extremely
high inclinations. The polynomial fit is, after all, based on the truncated series in proper
e, sin I , and, in this case, applied to a sparse sampling of the frequency data due to fewer and
more dispersed asteroids. One can also wonder whether the Kozai cycle can in this region
cause additional complications, since only the planetary forced perturbations are specifically
removed from the time series of filtered equinoctial elements in the synthetic theory, prior
to computation of proper modes; the presence of another strong spectral signal may give
rise to erroneous results. At this point, however, we prefer to leave the detailed study of this
interesting problem for the future work.
An interesting exercise, and a specific way to assess the reliability of the results obtained
by means of the new method, is to compare the locations of resonances computed by means of
the analytical theory (Fig. 16) and by the synthetic polynomial fit method (Fig. 17). Even from
a simple visual comparison of the two figures, it is obvious that both exhibit qualitatively
the same picture. Although there are some discrepancies, in particular in the vicinity of
the two bounding mean motion resonances, and in the mid-region, around a = 2.61 au,
where slight curvature of the synthetic resonances may indicate a possible interaction with
a three-body mean motion resonance 4J − 3S − 1A, this good match of the outcomes of
two entirely independent procedures represents another piece of evidence that the synthetic
theory and polynomial fit, being in general of better accuracy, can successfully replace the
analytical computations also in the computation of secular resonance positions. That the
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Fig. 16 Zone 4 secular
resonances in the proper a, I
plane, computed by means of the
analytical theory (e = 0.13)

Fig. 17 Zone 4 secular
resonances in the proper a, I
plane, computed by means of the
polynomial fit method (e = 0.13)

neighborhood of a strong 3 : 1 mean motion resonance with Jupiter presents problems with
exact determination of the locations of secular resonances, in general, can be appreciated
from comparison of Figs. 16 and 17 with Fig. 4 in Carruba et al. (2014): While the match
for the g + 2g6 − g5 resonance is very good, the resonance s − s6 − g5 + g6 in the latter
plot exhibits a jump at a ∼ 2.54 au not visible in the former two, and apparently due to the
interaction with other two secular resonances crossing the same region.

4.3.2 Zone 7
Plots showing the fit coefficients (24 were sufficient in this case) and their errors and signalto-noise ratios, for both frequencies in Zone 7, are similar to those for Zone 4, given in
Figs. 12 and 13. An important difference is with signal-to-noise ratios, thus with the size of
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Table 5 Zone 7: frequency, postfit standard deviations for all Nr dc asteroids, number of asteroids with residuals
R > 10σ , N 10, the standard deviation after removal of N 10 outliers, number of asteroids with residuals
R > 3σ , N 3, the standard deviation after removal of N 3 outliers
Frequency

σall

N 10

σ10

N3

σ3

g

0.5627

19

0.2176

76

0.1997

s

0.1502

33

0.1399

784

0.0907

Standard deviations are in arcsec/y

Fig. 18 Zone 7 in the proper a, e
plane. Black dots: all the
asteroids in the zone used in the
fit; red asterisks: asteroids with
absolute values of residuals larger
than 3σ ; green asterisks: asteroids
with absolute values of residuals
larger than 10σ . The gap at
a  3.03 au is due to removal
from the fit of asteroids close to
the 9 : 4 mean motion resonance
with Jupiter (see Sect. 4.1)

the values and errors of the coefficients, which are in general higher in this case, in particular
for the frequency g, indicating a significantly more reliable fit.
The condition number of the covariance matrix was found to be 1.9 × 105 , while that
of the normalized one dropped to 7.3 × 103 only. Table 5, analogous to Table 4, provides
information on the goodness of fit for both frequencies.
While the results for the frequency s are, as expected, about the same as in Zone 4, those
for frequency g are markedly better in this case, with negligible fraction of asteroids with
pathological residuals, mostly located at very low eccentricities and affected by a cycle slip.
In fact, the accuracy of the fit in this zone is indeed remarkable; thus, also the positions of
secular resonances should be quite well determined here.
The pathological cases are therefore shown here for the frequency s and in the (a, e) plane
(Fig. 18). As one can easily see from the figure, most of the asteroids with large residuals
have highly eccentric orbits. The plot in other projection reveals that many of these also have
either very high or very low proper inclinations.
The final plot to be shown for Zone 7 is the one with secular resonances themselves
(Fig. 19).
As already mentioned above, this zone is much less crowded with secular resonances,
most of which cross the zone at very high inclination, with the only exception of g − g6 +
s − s6 , which is well known for its interaction with Eos family (Milani and Knežević 1992;
Vokrouhlický et al. 2006; Carruba and Michtchenko 2007; Milani et al. 2017). Apart from
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Fig. 19 Zone 7 secular
resonances in the proper a, sinI
plane. Each resonance is
represented with three contour
lines computed by keeping the
eccentricity fixed at 0.12. Black
dots: the background asteroids
within the zone used in the fit.
Red dots: asteroids belonging to
families (the big red cloud
represents a part of the family of
(221) Eos)
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this resonance, we show just three more: g −2g6 +g5 , 2g −2g6 +s −s6 , and 3g −3g6 −s +s6 ,
all of which quite weak and narrow in this zone.

5 Conclusions
In this paper, we presented a comprehensive study performed in order to provide a reliable
answer to the delicate question on the need for future regular computation of analytical proper
elements for newly numbered asteroids, and for further maintenance of the corresponding
catalogs. We attacked the problem from two sides: one dealing with the accuracy of these
elements in comparison with their counterparts computed by means of the synthetic theory
and the other, introducing a synthetic method to determine locations of secular resonances,
which replaces the hitherto available method for direct determination of these locations,
based on the analytical theory.
We first presented the main features of both theories, briefly describing their theoretical
and practical advantages and disadvantages, discussing their performance, and offering the
principal arguments which made us to ask the above-mentioned question.
The accuracy, i.e., the long-term stability of the analytical proper elements, has been
analyzed using two different approaches: one involving assessment of the differences of
proper elements computed by means of the two theories in comparison with the standard
deviations of the synthetic values and the other based on a direct estimate of the instabilities
of analytical proper elements themselves.
It turned out that the differences of analytical and synthetic proper elements, for majority
of 100,000 asteroids used in this test, fall within the error bars of the synthetic values, with
between 10–20% of the differences, depending on the proper element, exceeding three sample mean standard deviation of synthetic values, 3σ̄ . This can be rated as a good agreement,
witnessing the reliability of both kinds of values. The situation with analytically determined
frequencies g, s, however, was found to be less good, with much larger percentages of differences outside the corresponding sample means, indicating in this case a more pronounced
superiority of synthetic values with respect to the analytical ones. This indication is further
supported by the analysis of the dependence of differences and of their spread on the values
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of proper elements themselves, which exhibited an expected increase due to the deterioration of the accuracy of analytical values computed using a truncated perturbing function
development.
A decisive confirmation of the superior accuracy of synthetic proper elements was provided
by means of the analysis of the RMS errors, their differences and ratios for a sample of
asteroids consisting of a total of 337 family namesakes, members of dynamically complex
family of (490) Veritas, and of the members with stable orbits of the family of (158) Koronis.
Although this may seem to be a rather small sample, the results are clear enough to be safely
extrapolated to all the asteroids.
In a few cases of asteroids with peculiar orbital elements or of resonant asteroids, the
analytical elements were found to be more stable than the synthetic ones. In the vast majority
of cases, in particular for asteroids with regular motion, the synthetic elements proved to be
significantly more accurate, with, e.g., ratios of the errors in the range from 4 to 8 for Koronis
family and even more for the stable Veritas family members.
Next, we introduced a synthetic method to determine the positions of secular resonances
in the space of proper elements. This method is intended as an upgrade and replacement of an
analogous procedure based on analytical computations and as another step toward abandoning
of analytical computations in favor of the numerical ones. The method is simple in principle
and straightforward to apply. It consists of polynomial fitting of asteroid frequencies to derive
coefficients of the monomials expressed in terms of the Cartesian counterparts of proper
elements. With the model polynomial known, the coordinates of the nodes of a rectangular
grid in the plane of two selected proper elements are introduced in the resulting equations to
compute the corresponding frequencies. The resonant locations are then visualized by means
of the contour lines corresponding to some small values of the resonant divisor.
We described in detail the preparatory procedure and the method itself, also showing that
the accuracy of the fit is good enough even in the dynamically very complex zones of the
asteroid main belt.
The results of application of the new method to the two dynamically very different zones
are given, and the observed problems are indicated and explained. Comparison with the
previously available results revealed a good qualitative agreement, witnessing the capability
of the new synthetic method to fully replace the less reliable analytical one.
Straightforward conclusions which can be drawn from the above analysis are that the
synthetic proper elements are indeed much more accurate than the analytical ones, that the
new method to determine positions of secular resonances proved to be fully applicable, and
that therefore the computation of the analytical proper elements and frequencies can safely
be ceased in the future. We shall, however, continue to distribute the analytical software to
everyone interested, for the sake of those who may want to investigate dynamics of asteroids
in more detail (see item (i) in Sect. 2.2).
As a possible future work, we would like to mention just the improvements needed to
eliminate problems with cycle slips in computation of proper elements for asteroids with
extremely low eccentricities and/or inclinations, and a survey of all the dynamically distinct
zones of the main asteroid belt in terms of the secular resonances crossing each of them.
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